Art shines in CREOL building

ELAINE LEBLANC
STAFF WRITER

"Sale," an original glass sculpture by contemporary artist Christopher Ries, was donated to UCF's Center for Research and Education in Optics and Lasers and unveiled during a reception Friday night in the CREOL building.

Schott Glass Technologies, a leading manufacturer in fiber optic materials, contributed the nearly 400-pound sculpture. According to M.J. Soileau, UCF Vice President for Research, the sculpture is a symbol of the new partnership between UCF and CREOL's old partnership with Analog Module.

Ries offered his perspective on his piece and the increasing importance of light. "We are actually living in the age of photons, the age of light. This university and the programs here are vital to the future of mankind. Light is the future," he said.

Ries' fascination with glass began in the 1970s when he built a glass facility from a kiln shed at Tulane. "I got my Ph.D. when I was 25, and was focused on finding a good position as a faculty member so I could teach and do research. My interest in a university presidency did not develop until many years later," Ries said. Q. You have worked in the education for over 20 years. How have you seen it changed in that time?

"I have been a full-time faculty member and/or administrator in one or another university for 33 years. Many trends have come and gone during that time. Today's undergraduates, and the universities that serve them, are more career-oriented than was the case when I began teaching at Tulane University in the fall of 1966. This is partially explained by the fact that a larger percentage of the population now goes to college than did then. This significant debt burden that many students take on in college is another factor in this change."

Q. What are some of your job responsibilities as being the university president that many students would be surprised to know?

"Most students would be surprised by the amount of time a university president must spend on off-campus matters, such as fund-raising, lobbying at all levels of government and being involved in the communities our university serves. I generally work 10 to 12 hours per day, and these responsibilities take 40 to 50 percent of my time."

Q. As UCF enters the next millennium, what are some of your goals to help UCF become a leading University?

"When I became UCF president in March of 1992, I published five goals for UCF:

1. To offer the best undergraduate education available in Florida.
2. To achieve international prominence in key programs of study and research.
3. To provide an international focus to our programs of teaching and research.
4. To become more inclusive and diverse.
5. To be America's leading University."

Hitt talks about presidency, UCF's future

SHELLEY WILSON
MANAGING EDITOR

Dr. John C. Hitt is the fourth person to serve as the president of the University of Central Florida. He became the president on March 1, 1992. He is originally from Houston, Texas and received his psychology degree in 1962 from Austin College. He went on to Tulane University to earn both his master's and a doctorate in physiological psychology.

Hitt began teaching at Tulane and then at Texas Christian University. He received the position of Associate Dean at Tulane and later was appointed Vice President of the TCU Research Foundation until he became Dean of the graduate school in 1975. He was Vice President for Academic Affairs and Professor of Psychology at Bradley University, Peoria, Ill., from 1977 until 1987. He held a similar position at the University of Maine, until he was appointed Interim President in 1991.

Here's a look at some of Hitt's thoughts about UCF and being president.

CAMERON JAHN
THE CALIFORNIA AGGIE
(U.C. CALIFORNIA-DAVIS)

(U-WIRE) DAVIS, Calif. -- As the bell tower chimed nine times Wednesday morning, students swarmed into the ASUCD Book Exchange tent on the east side of the University of California at Davis Quad looking for bargains and a chance to sell their books.

The Book Exchange - located in the white tent on the Quad - offers students an opportunity to receive more money for their used books than traditional used-book buyers. In addition, the Exchange allows students to set their own prices for the texts.

Book Exchange Director Lambert Shiu said the Book Exchange functions like a consignment shop.

"There's no middle man," he said. "Students come and sell their books to other students."

Shiu said the economics behind the Book Exchange benefit students in ways that traditional used-bookstores cannot. However, the no-refunds policy ensures that only books slated for use this quarter can be sold at the Book Exchange.

The Book Exchange, Shiu said, is attractive to students because they can sell their textbooks at higher prices and buy at lower prices than at commercial bookstores.

"At most, a book buyer will pay (students) 50 percent of the new price in order to resell the book for a profit," he said. Based on last quarter's sales receipts, students have indeed embraced the Book Exchange as a viable alternative to traditional bookstores. In the past, the Book Exchange generated merely $2000 or $3000, Shiu said. But last quarter the Book Exchange brought in over $97,000 and he said he expects this quarter's sale to break $100,000.

The Exchange offers alternative to bookstore

"Each quarter we are getting more popular because we are here through wind, rain and cold providing a great service to students," he said. "Plus, the money we generate goes directly back into the student's pockets."

The Book Exchange, however, is not without its flaws. "The lines are usually slow - I waited 30 minutes to buy my books," UCD junior Nick Mazzieri said. "But it's worth it."

Students have been constantly filling the UCF Bookstore, trying to get ready for classes. Some schools have tried book exchanges as an alternative to book buying.

"There's students," UCD senior Craig Mann said. "It's a great service to students."
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Glass artwork gets shattering response

"Sail," completed in 1988, stands over 49 inches and is the tallest glass sculpture Ries has ever created. According to Schott Glass president Bruce Jennings, the piece has almost a 100 percent high light transmission. Many were amazed by the complexity of the glass. "This is the most stunning thing I have ever seen," said Senior Viviana Hampers. "If you take just one step in another direction, the dimensions and colors of the piece are radically different. I am so grateful that UCF acquired such a remarkable piece of art."

Jennings is extremely pleased with the work. "Really, this is fulfillment of a dream to have his work as an adornment in this building."

Virtual U Puts You In Role Of College Administrator

"You have what it takes to run a university? If you're sure, consider sharpening your administrative instincts on Virtual U, a soon-to-be-released simulation game modeled after the popular SimCity series."

In Virtual U, the player controls major aspects in the creation of their very own school, such as whether it'll have private or public status, its student-body size, and curriculum. But the game's focus is not just to entertain.

There's a lack of understanding about the systematic character of a university," William F. Massey, the developer of Virtual U, said. Massey, who is a higher-education researcher at Stanford University, says he and others associated with the project hope that it gives a realistic view of how major universities are run. Players must organize spending for the university, while at the same time trying to maintain enrollment and faculty morale.

"It makes you say, 'Thank God I'm not an administrator,'" Neil Salkind, a psychology professor at the University of Kansas, said. Virtual U will be released in March.
Oklahoma college students to receive financial aid bonuses

Matt Welch
OKLAHOMA DAILY
(U. OKLAHOMA)
(U-WIRE) NOR-MAN, Okla. -- For 449 Oklahoma college students, $205,500 sounds like a nice way to ring in the new year. The Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education distributed financial aid bonuses Dec. 10 and will award Oklahoma college students an additional $1.6 million in the next six months, said Laura Callahan, executive director of communications for the state regents.

The U.S. Congress donated $205 million to Oklahoma's "Gear Up" (Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs) program.

"It's a federal program designed to help students better prepare for college, specifically students from low-income families," Callahan said. "We're looking for students with the greatest need and helping them by providing funds."

The financial aid bonuses are limited to those students who are on an Oklahoma Higher Learning Access Program scholarship and are also eligible for a Pell grant.

"This OHLAP plus-award will help more Oklahoma students achieve their educational goals by helping to fill the gap between a student's financial aid package and the actual cost of attending college," said State Regents Chancellor Hans Brisch in a statement. "Oklahoma higher education applauds the state's congressional delegation in Washington, D.C., which helped to make this financial award possible."

Callahan said that in determining a student's potential for receiving a financial aid bonus, the state regents consider the student's need for financial aid to what the student currently has.

The five-year grant was awarded by the federal government in August, Callahan said.

She said she was thrilled at the amount of the grant. Oklahoma received the highest per capita award in the nation and the third largest award, exceeded only by California and Texas, she said.

Callahan said a component of the grant is financial aid, specifically enhancing the Oklahoma higher access program.

"That is the reason we're able to distribute the financial bonuses to Oklahoma college students who have the greatest need," she said.

Callahan said the grants awarded by Congress will only last for five years. A portion of the grant will go toward the OHLAP funds, she said.

"Gear Up is providing funding to help us expand OHLAP," Callahan said. "The bonus is not limited to student loans."

"It's a check that can be used to purchase books or living expenses," Callahan said.

She said a conglomerate of public, private and governmental organizations and public industries have matched the $205 million awarded to Oklahoma "Gear Up."

Eighth, ninth and 10th grade high school students are the only students who can apply for the OHLAP scholarship, but current Oklahoma students who are receiving the OHLAP scholarship are eligible to benefit from the bonuses.

"OHLAP is an outstanding program that is making college a reality for many Oklahoma students," said state regents Chairman Bill W. Burgess Jr., in a statement.
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High-Speed Internet Access Comes to UCF

ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

Time Warner Cable's Roadrunner service is now available for most people living in the UCF area. It is available to any apartment or home with cable hookups. The service provides high-speed Internet access up to 50 times faster than a standard 56k modem.

Roadrunner came to Central Florida in the summer of 1999, and has slowly expanded its service area throughout Orange, Seminole, and Brevard counties. Recently, in December 1999, they expanded to include residence around UCF. According to one of their cable technicians, "I've been surprised that there hasn't been many requests from UCF students."

The service costs roughly $100 for installation, and $40 a month for service. These prices will vary depending on your computers current hardware, and whether you subscribe to Time Warner's standard cable service.

The Roadrunner service has many benefits compared to a standard modem connection like speed, a phone line that is not occupied, and an constant connection. The cable modem can also be linked to a single computer on a network and allow all individuals on that network to use the same cable modem.

This is comparable to the computer labs on campus, since they are all connected to the same Internet backbone. However, it is important to note that the bandwidth, or how much data can travel at once across the connection, of the UCF campus is much larger than that of a single cable modem. So trying to branch off more than a few computers would leave you with the same slow connection you have been trying to avoid.

With high-speed access becoming more available, the Internet provides many more opportunities to make use of this connection, including such things as watching movies online. While these things are still possible on a standard 56k modem, most users are not willing to wait for a long time or sacrifice picture quality.

Roadrunner service can be reached on the World Wide Web at http://www.twccentralflorida.com or at 1-877-TWC-FAST.

Exchange wins out over bookstore

because the prices are great."

Wednesday's lines did not seem to deter students from searching through the Book Exchange's shelves for books. A cell biology major who wished to remain anonymous said she always starts off the quarter with a trip to the Book Exchange. "Sometimes you get lucky and find a book for half-off," she said. "And other times you just get $1 or $2 off." This year, the Book Exchange is better equipped to serve its patrons with 10 new computers.

"There's less of a paper process now that we are equipped with more computer," Shiu said. "We even accept credit cards now."

More technology also allows the Book Exchange easier access to enormous list of the books to be used during the quarter. "The UCD Bookstore was really helpful in lending us its database of the texts the professors plan to teach with," Shin said.

Exchange wins out over bookstore
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Spring Rush 2000 kicks off

Fraternities gear up for Spring Rush

MAYA LAZAROVITZ
STAFF WRITER

As the new semester begins, the various fraternities on campus get ready to gear up for Spring Rush, which starts with Kickoff on Jan. 12 in the Student Union.

"Kickoff offers potential new members an opportunity to meet chapter members. It's like an orientation to recruitment," said Greg Mason, Director for Greek Affairs. Individual chapter events for recruitment take place Jan. 13-15. All except the National Pan-Hellenic Council groups will be participating.

At Sigma Chi, doors open on Wednesday, with food and drinks for potential new members.

"Spring Rush is usually more relaxed, because we have fewer guys," said Kevin Amhime, Sigma Chi Vice President. "Fall is usually a lot more hectic." On average, Sigma Chi usually receives about 15-20 pledges during Spring Rush. In the full the fraternity usually get about 35-50 new members.

For Delta Upsilon, Rush plans include a Fun in the Sun Day for potential new recruits on Saturday at Lake Claire. The event will include an afternoon of sports and a barbecue.

The Roadrunner service has many benefits compared to a standard modem service. The service provides high-speed Internet access up to 50 times faster than a standard 56k modem. So trying to branch off more than a few computers would leave you with the same slow connection you have been trying to avoid.

With high-speed access becoming more available, the Internet provides many more opportunities to make use of this connection, including such things as watching movies online. While these things are still possible on a standard 56k modem, most users are not willing to wait for a long time or sacrifice picture quality.

Roadrunner service can be reached on the World Wide Web at http://www.twccentralflorida.com or at 1-877-TWC-FAST.

Attention: UCF Registered Clubs & Organizations

The Activity and Service Fee (A&SF) budget request packets are available for pick-up in the Student Government (SG) Office located in the Student Union, Room 214. Clubs and organizations must be registered with the Office of Activities prior to January 24, 2000, in order to receive A&SF funding.

The completed budget requests are due back from the clubs and organizations on January 24, 2000, by 5:00 p.m. They must be turned in at the front desk of the SG Office and date-stamped with the date and time received.

Information workshops for clubs and organizations will be held on Thursday, January 13, at 4:00 p.m. and Wednesday, January 19, at 10:00. These workshops will be held by members of the A&SF Committee and will provide information and guidance on filling out the budget request forms and other budgetary guidelines. Please call the SG Office (823-2191) for the location of the workshops.

Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the Student Government Association.
January 12, 2000
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Looks cool, doesn't it?
It's not too late to join Air Force ROTC. Make your dreams come true in the Air Force through Air Force ROTC here at UCF. We have a career that's right for you.

We offer 2 and 3-Year Scholarships
• Pays tuition, fees, & book allowance
• Available to more majors
• Special program for Electrical Engineering majors

No commitment for freshmen and sophomores. Try us for a semester.

• Contact us at 823-1247 or visit us at Bldg. 501 (behind Rec Services Building/Swimming Pool)

AIR FORCE ROTC

President Hitt candid about presidency, self
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Partnership University.
I liked these five goals in 1992, and I like them even more today."

Q. What’s the best and worst part about being a university president?

"The best thing about being a university president is that one has an opportunity to influence one of society’s most important institutions in ways that allow it to fulfill its potential to allow people to build for themselves better, more productive, and more satisfying lives. It’s a very demanding complex and challenging job, but it has strong, deep intrinsic worth.

Although it’s fashionable for university presidents to complain about the burdens of the office, I don’t find any aspects of the presidency particularly unpleasant or distasteful. When asked about the bad aspects of the job, groups of university presidents almost invariably mention the fact that it is difficult to have friendships within the university and that the presidency is an all-consuming job that never ends. It is a 24-hour-per-day, seven-day-per-week, fifty-two-week-per-year responsibility. While one retains the office, wherever one goes, whatever one does, there is never a time when one is not the president. I would add to that list the fact that there are so many different things that a president must do that there is very little time that can be spent on any one task. That means that a president must almost always get his or her sense of accomplishment through the efforts of others. Those who can’t accommodate to these facts often become unhappy with the job."

Q. Why do you think UCF has grown so much since it was founded?

"Since classes were first offered in 1968, UCF has offered the academic programs most needed to support the citizens and economy of Central Florida. Couple that fact with the tremendous growth of Orlando and Central Florida, and one has a good formula for explosive growth."

Q. If you could give a piece of advice to a student about their education, what would it be?

"Remember that your education should prepare you for a life as well as a livelihood. I’d offer four admonitions:"

• Find something you like to do that has intrinsic worth and work as hard as you can to get really good at it.
• Become a good writer and an effective speaker.
• Find time for courses in the arts and humanities.
• Take all the math you can manage."

Q. Do you have any regrets about your own education life that you wished looking back you could change?

"I didn’t take enough math and science courses as a freshman and sophomore. When I got in graduate school, and decided that I wanted to be a physiological psychologist, I faced a much greater challenge than did my classmates who had taken these courses."

Q. How has UCF gained from being in Orlando?

"Being in and of Orlando has always been a tremendous asset to UCF. We are truly blessed to be in a city and region whose economy and population are growing and diversifying at a rapid rate. With our commitment to partnerships, UCF has an unending stream of opportunities to develop programs of teaching, research, and service that increase opportunities for our faculty, students, staff, and community."

Q. What do you do to relax in your spare time?

"I enjoy reading, golf, fishing, and spending time with my wife of 38 years, Martha. We just returned from a four-day visit with our children and grandchildren in Wisconsin, and it was very rejuvenating."

Here’s to a great Knight out.

(Armor checked at door.)

UCF
11448 University Blvd.
381-9521

Florida Mall
848 Sand Lake Rd. • 851-3131
Altamonte Centre
995 S.R. 434 • 774-5600
Sanford
111 S. Oregon Ave. • 720-8158
Winter Park
601 N. Orlando Ave. • 740-6742

GREAT FOR ONE
FREE
UPTOWN PIZZA
WITH THE PURCHASE
OF AN ENTREE.

Offer expires 5/1/05. No purchase necessary. That good we serve in those cities.
Offer good at participating Central Florida locations.
HOPS is a proud sponsor of University of Central Florida Athletics.

Have a story idea?
E-mail us:
news@ucfuture.com
Harvard murder suspect caught after 23 years

MARLA B. KAPLAN
HARVARD CRIMSON
(HARVARD 1)

(UWIRE)CAMBRIDGE, Mass. -- Nearly 24 years after the shooting death of Edward Paulsen, then a 28-year old Harvard University graduate student studying economics, police in Canada arrested a man long sought as a suspect in the murder.

Around 9 a.m. Wednesday, officers of the Canadian Immigration Task Force, working with both the FBI and Cambridge homicide detectives, arrested James Anthony Martin, 51, at his home in Montreal, according to police.

"He believed he would never be caught," said CPD Sergeant Patrick Nagle. "The Sept. 9, 1976 murder was the result of a botched drug deal, according to police. Paulsen and his brother were trying to purchase some kilo of hashish from Martin at a location on Webster Street in East Cambridge."

According to Nagle, Martin, along with Gordon Kent Brown, were planning to take Paulsen's money but not actually give him the drugs. When the plan backfired, Martin shot Paulsen.

Brown spent six years on the run before he was captured in New Jersey in 1982 and later convicted of murder. He was sentenced to life in prison.

Martin was picked up on drug charges in New York shortly after the murder but used an alias and was able to leave town before his trial, according to Silverio Ferreira, a CPD detective.

He was indicted in absentia for the murder in December 1976. According to the CPD, periodically detectives reopen old files and look for new leads. When they did so with Martin's file, they found him using the same alias, Bruce Benjamin, while living in Canada.

"Martin was very good," Ferreira said. "He used 60 different aliases, knew the system well and was able to get out of the country fast." Martin had also spent five years in a Canadian jail on drug-related charges.

When police tracked Martin down, they found he had fathered a child with a common-law wife and was living on public assistance in Montreal. Though Martin was originally not home, Canadian police monitored his residence and picked him up when he returned.

Massachusetts authorities plan to return Martin to the Bay State to face murder charges, although it's not clear when that will happen, Anson Keye, a spokesperson for the Middlesex County district attorney's office told the Associated Press. Paulsen's family has stayed involved in the case over the years. Last year, they attended a parole hearing to make sure Brown was not released.

In unsolved murder cases, Nagle said, it is often the family who periodically stirs up interest, usually around the holidays or the anniversary of the death.
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Bradley intensifies campaign as first primary battles approach

RYAN MANNING
DAILY PRINCETONIAN
(PRINCETON U.)

(U-WIRE) PRINCETON, N.J. -- With only weeks to go before the first contests of the primary season, Princeton alumn Bill Bradley's campaign playbook hinges on two key states more than 1,000 miles apart: Iowa and New Hampshire.

In the all-out scramble that the race for the Democratic presidential nomination has become, both Bradley and Vice President Al Gore have intensified their efforts in anticipation of the Jan. 24 Iowa caucuses and New Hampshire's first-in-the-nation primary Feb. 1.

The two have stepped up campaign appearances this week and debated head-to-head from Durham, N.H., Wednesday night in a nationally televised event. They plan to debate again on Saturday.

CRUCIAL PRIMARIES

For Bradley more than for the vice president, success in these early contests is viewed as essential to the survival of his White House bid.

"New Hampshire is the be-all and end-all of Bradley's campaign," said Curtis Gans of the Committee on the Study of the American Electorate, a Washington, D.C., think tank.

Winning New Hampshire and Iowa will be essential to propel the campaign into the next stage. The publicity of early wins is especially key to challengers, like Bradley and Republican Sen. John McCain, who do not have the institutional strength of their main adversaries.

Bradley, for instance, "doesn't have the foot soldiers from the labor unions" that will prove essential in key industrial states, Wilson School professor Fred Greenstein said.

FREE PUBLICITY

Success in New Hampshire and Iowa enabled Jimmy Carter, previously a relative unknown, to win his party nomination and subsequently the presidency in 1976, Greenstein explained. The national publicity Carter received was the equivalent of millions of dollars worth of advertising, he added.

After New Hampshire, the candidates will be bombard ed with national attention as they prepare for the early March primaries. At this point, television advertisements will become the campaigns' primary tool, and face-to-face contact will be much more rare.

"There won't be time for hugging around in diners," quipped Larry Bartels, a Wilson School professor and scholar of presidential primaries.

February's wash is driven by the fact that the nomination could be determined by mid-March if either candidate fails to perform well in either California or New York.

Gans cited California as the second main hurdle for Bradley's campaign, after New Hampshire. "I believe California is critical to sustain his drive beyond March 7," he said.

Some Democrats disagree, believing New York to be a more important symbolic win for Bradley because of his years as a New York Knick.

If Bradley manages to survive through the March primaries, however, Gans said he will give Gore a strong challenge for the party nod. "He will have at least as good a chance of winning the nomination as Gore does."

Bradley will be helped in the long term by his recent fund-raising success. He now has approximately the same amount to spend as Gore, so money will not likely be the deciding factor in enabling the longevity of his campaign.
Holiday shipping leaves 2 day burn

Shipping Goods Can Be More Trouble Than It is Worth

Andy Lurig
STAFF WRITER

Through the holiday season, I found myself buying a few things online. With this, I found out the joys of shipping. United Parcel Service, Federal Express, Airborne Express, and the U.S. Postal Service are some of the most popular shipping choices, but we just deal with UPS and FedEx.

The main difference between the two is that FedEx (in its common carrier) is an air borne network, and therefore the shipping for FedEx is two days. Its service costs a little more, but is promised by 3 p.m. on the second day. UPS offers UPS Ground, a larger array of options, including UPS Ground, the cheapest option.

When you choose your shipping online, you usually just consider your budget and how long you want to wait. I usually try to order from a site that you are buying from is located nearby (same state), the UPS Ground can be as fast as the 2-3 day service, although you need to specify the personal note, this is possibly the only time I’d use UPS.

So you are done right? Wrong. You figured out you don’t really care if it gets shipped to you, and that you are a poor college student who just wants the lowest price. So you send it in UPS Ground. Excellent, you got your package on time, but ever since then, I’ve found myself buying a little more than I needed to make sure I received it. We all know that due to it being undelivered, it was shipped back. That said, my friends, is the ultimate lemonade.

Make your choice, as you will, I’m just telling you my experience. If you live a busy life, and can’t be home (or have someone at your wakling minute) then I guess choose FedEx. If you are strappen for cash, and can be there to receive it, then I guess choose UPS is okay. I’m just not willing to take that chance.

I live in a school of flocks, herds, packs and gaggles

Jeffrey Kosseff
MICHIGAN DAILY (CHICAGO)

(U-Wire) ANN ARBOR, Mich. -- I never thought I had anything in common with fraternity pledges who allow others to torture them in the name of hazing.

Another group of my white-capped fellow students face allegations of duct-tape related-hazing. Throughout winter break, as my friends at home teased me about last month’s nationally publicized charges of duct tape, BB guns or any form of brutality, why didn’t the “learners” refuse to press the button as I heard the first shriek? But the sheep in the room never did. They banged on the door, stopped even before I heard the personal note, this is possibly the only time I’d use UPS.

This isn’t per­fect either, but I still prefer it. The sheep mentality makes fun of in high school, every wrong answer until it was at 450 volts - a lethal level. I would expect almost every subject to stop pressing the shock button as soon as they heard any signs of pain. Common people wouldn’t put up with this because they were told to. There will always be that small group of psychotic serial killers.

Surprisingly, according to Milgram’s results, 65 percent of the subjects had that serial killer mentality. They increased the voltage to the highest, most deadly level. They did it because they believed, but the “learners” were told to. Sometimes I wish I could have done. It’s tough to tell, now that I know the outcome. I’ve often blindly accept­ed and obeyed authority. Sometimes I believe what my professors say without critically analyzing their claims. I watched my peers in high school ridicule other students without authority figure authority figure told them to. I started to think about what I would have done. It’s tough to tell, now that I know the outcome. I’ve often blindly accept­ed and obeyed authority.

The sheep fears Arabs because media’s “experts” brand them terrorists. The sheep sheds blood in a war he doesn’t understand.

The sheep never takes the first slice of pizza, even if he’s starving.

The sheep votes along party lines because family members, employers, union leaders and local political bosses tell him who and what are fair and just.

The sheep, fearing Y2K meltdown after an in-depth report by ABC, buys every bottle of water and can of soup available.

As much as we don’t like to admit it, we’re all part sheep. The sheep mentality shatters all illusions of free will and helps us understand the roots of tragedies such as the Holocaust and successes such as the stock market boom. While I have little in common with free­tivity members points a gun at the head and grosse. The sheep never stands up for the students everyone makes fun of in high school, because he’s terrified of becoming the outcast.

The sheep attacks affirmation­ative action without knowing its definition.

The sheep defends affirmative action without knowing its other­wise. Sheep live within all of our personal­ities. They’re part of us that wants to follow the leader. It’s convenient to do and scary not to do. How many times have you mindlessly obeyed an authority figure with­out any other reason than that person’s status or your insecurities? We’ve all done it, and it’s because of that sheep who lives in our psyches.

The sheep is responsible for the successes of Chicken Soup books, George W. Bush, boy bands, dot-com stocks and Cliff Notes.

The sheep resists urges to run away when an older fraternity member points a gun at his head and gross. The sheep doesn’t stand up for the students everyone makes fun of in high school, because he’s terrified of becoming the outcast.
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Guide to the New Millennium
ANNA AND THE KING: An update of the 1956 musical "The King and I." This new movie offers old-fashioned kinds of picturesque romantic scenery, unneeded pacing, easy-to-cart conflicts and two charismatic leads (Dooley Wilson and Chow Yang) with whom to carry the load. PG. 2:29. 3 stars. — M.C.

ANY GIVEN SUNDAY: A loud, explosive, iconoclastic, pile-it-on All-American melodrama from director Oliver Stone, "Any Given Sunday" blends football-as-a-social-microcosm of a failing football team, an embattled coach (Al Pacino), a last-gasp quarterback (Demi Moore), a crooked-rising young protagonist (James Fox) and a Machiavellian owner (Cameron Diaz). R. 2:42. 3-1/2 stars. — M.W.

ANYWHERE BUT HERE: Susan Sarandon plays Adele August, a divorced Bay City, Wis., mother with big dreams of the West Coast. Notre Dame Portman is Ann August, the daughter steeped in home and friends. It's an archetypal tale of a mother and daughter who quarrel and bond, but Sarandon takes the paint for sheer heart and grit and Portman was us as over with subtle, natural grace. It's a funny, keen cutting of "Theme of Endearment," and its features two of the best-looking, most appealing actresses on the planet. PG. 1:54. 3 stars. — M.W.

BEING JOHN MALKOVICH: An unforgettable date that tests the limits of what humanity can endure, a night at the movies as you've never seen it before, enter and exploit Malkovich for 13-mintage periods. The funny episode reveals that Mrs. 71-12 of their office building is between Floren and 8, created by his first owner who wanted to create a counterfeit of the man for his wife, a stinger, R. 1:52. 3 stars. — M.W.

BICENTENNIAL MAN: In this sentimental but superficial Chris Columbus-directed movie, Robin Williams is a robot who wants to be human and to pieces ranging from Beethoven's Fifth Symphony to Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue." The Chicago Symphony Orchestra and featuring a cost of all-star "hosts" (from Itzhak Perlman to Bette Davis) to the point of being sickeningly romantic. R. 1:30. 2 stars. — M.W.

GALAXY QUEST: This comedy is a potpourri parade of "Star Trek," a kind of PG-rated "Scaramouche" for Trekkies, Tim Allen and Sigourney Weaver in a movie that amuses rather than builds momentum, and whose characters are overly familiar with a certain genre's formula. PG. 1:42. 2 stars. — M.C.

THE GREEN MILE: Written-director Frank Darabont ("The Shawshank Redemption") creates another inspirational prison picture with his adaptation of "The Green Mile" starring Tom Hanks and a big-screen sceptite Michael Clarke Duncan. Hanks plays Paul Edgecomb, a good-natured prison guard who develops a strange bond with convicted rape-murderer John Coffey (Duncan). Edgecomb gradually comes to believe that Coffey, whose partly physical nature is otherwise overshadowed by his gentle demeanor, is not onlv innocent of all of his crimes, but he is a miraculous healer. R. 2:37. 3 stars. — M.W.

THE HURRICANE: Denzel Washington gives an outstanding performance in this offbeat sports drama-teen a low-competition edge that the story of Rubin "Hurricane" Carter, a middleweight boxing champ of the mid-60s who was wrongly convicted of a triple murder and unjustly imprisoned for 22 years. R. 2:26. 4 stars. — M.W.

MAGNOLIA: The lives of nine San Fernando Valley residents become interconnected in this, a 24-hour period in this eccentric, personal, whimsical y wildly ambitious movie by Paul Thomas Anderson ("Hardcore Hollywood"). Cast includes Tom Cruise, Julianne Moore, John C. Reilly, William H. Macy. R. 2:54. 4 stars. — M.W.

MAN ON THE MOON: Jim Carrey stars in this biographical and sympathetic, yet truncated, attempt to the all-time master of the deadpan put-on — Andy Kaufman. R. 1:58. 2 stars. — M.W.

MANSFIELD PARK. "Mansfield Park!" is one of the most radical and social-minded of the Jane Austen movies so far. It's a sort of Cinderella story about poor Fanny Price (Australia's Frances O'Connor) and the way she perceives in a household of subtlet and adventure. It's the most consciously political and the sectors. The film works back to that early 19th-Century stretch of genteel British country life to follow with fine of free English literature and — it's another more-than-pleasant trip. PG. 1:53. 3 stars. — M.C.

POKEMON FIRST MOVIE: This Japanese import will be a must-see for Pokemon fans of all ages. The kids in the film are presented with a 20-minute "Pikachu's Vacation," which plays like a psychedelic kid's dream, followed by the "Pokeman: Stolen Rock." More is lighter and filled with more stories played for children and that is the "Pokeman: Stolen Rock." A standup piece for Pokemon merchandising? You betcha. G. 1:36. 2 stars. — M.C.

PRINCESS MONONOKE. An English-language translation of Hayao Miyazaki's animated film of pain and tears at its core, an exercise in nature over violence. Young Ashitaka (voiced by Billy Crudup) is wounded when he kills a bear, transformed into a bloody, warm beast when shot in another country. Ashitaka must find the source of the evil beast lost his family's naming ban. He soon encounters San, Princess Mononoke (Claire Daines). It's one man's quest of an ancient forest withstanding nature's fury: a strange, mysterious character — a young boy, the victim's friends. R. 1:45. 2-1/2 stars. — M.C.

ROSETTA. Many movies try for an illusion of reality, but few can deliver as well as this year's surprise Grand Prize winner at the Cannes Film Festival. Watching this fierce little film about a poor Belgian trailer camp girl, Rosetta, desperately trying to gain a foothold for a "normal life," you instantly have the sense of living over in real life, real people. And, too, that of experiencing real pain and fear, of being trapped, maddeningly, on society's lower rungs — which is what the movie is all about. R. 1:35. 3-1/2 stars. — M.W.

SLEEPY HOLLOW: Director Tim Burton uses "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" as a stepping off point for the filming of a wild and crazy movie. Ichabod Crane (Johnny Depp) is an upright New York City constable sent to investigate a series of mysterious decapitations. Ichabod pops the Sleepy Hollow folk's folk tale of Headless Horseman — Christopher Walken — until he himself encounters the ghost. The movie is visually sumptuous and playfully creepy. R. 1:45. 3 stars. — M.W.

SNOW FALLING ON CEDARS: An exquisitely —- only almost unbearable — film adaptation of the David Guterson novel about a white, homeless mule named Smart Little. In Mitchkow's adaptation, a couple adopts Smart (concealed by Michael F. Fox) so their son George can have a younger "brother," only George isn't happy about it. Eventually, smart decides he wants to win over his cranky new sibling. PG. 1:52. 3 stars. — M.W.

SWEET AND LOWDOWN: Woody Allen's latest film is a post-modern take on the subject — a fictitious jazz guitarist named Ernest Ray (Sean Penn) — is a self-destructive natural talent, a ne'er-do-well, a womanizer, a drunk, a floozy and a homosexual movie by Paul Thomas Anderson ("Hardcore Hollywood") creates a partly overreaching movie thriller star­ ting Mark Caro; M.R.

THE TALENTED MR. RIPLEY: Anthony Minghella's "The Talented Mr. Ripley" is a perfectly brilliant, perfectly mooving movie star­ ting Matt Damon as Tom Ripley, a con artist and murderer who steals the identity and girlfriend (Gwyneth Paltrow) of his rich victim (Jude Law). Ripley's ex-owner and conspirators (Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, John C. Reilly, Robert De Niro and a host of others) make Ripley a prize of revenge and a prize of his own torment. PG-13. 1:53. 3 stars. — M.W.

THE GREAT DUEL: "The Great Duel" is an effort, that's laden wildly ambitious movie by Paul Thomas Anderson ("Hardcore Hollywood") creates a partly overreaching movie thriller star­ ting Matt Damon as Tom Ripley, a con artist and murderer who steals the identity and girlfriend (Gwyneth Paltrow) of his rich victim (Jude Law). Ripley's ex-owner and conspirators (Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, John C. Reilly, Robert De Niro and a host of others) make Ripley a prize of revenge and a prize of his own torment. PG-13. 1:53. 3 stars. — M.W.

THE HURRICANE: Denzel Washington gives an outstanding performance in this offbeat sports drama-teen a low-competition edge that the story of Rubin "Hurricane" Carter, a middleweight boxing champ of the mid-60s who was wrongly convicted of a triple murder and unjustly imprisoned for 22 years. R. 2:26. 4 stars. — M.W.

THE MENTAL CASE: Anthony Minghella's "The Talented Mr. Ripley" is a perfectly brilliant, perfectly mooving movie star­ ting Matt Damon as Tom Ripley, a con artist and murderer who steals the identity and girlfriend (Gwyneth Paltrow) of his rich victim (Jude Law). Ripley's ex-owner and conspirators (Meryl Streep, Philip Seymour Hoffman, John C. Reilly, Robert De Niro and a host of others) make Ripley a prize of revenge and a prize of his own torment. PG-13. 1:53. 3 stars. — M.W.
Sega’s NBA 2K puts you inside the game

Mike Antonucci
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There is a vaguely Frankenstein-ids quality to NBA 2K ($50), a powerful Sega Dreamcast game that blends reality and fantasy. It sized for my attention during the recent holidays with another Dreamcast title, Rippin’ Riders, and easily won the monster share of my time.

Some of the NBA 2K eeriness is in the players’ eyes. Much has been made of how lifelike the pro basketball players appear, not only in terms of their facial features but in their animated expressions — like an in-your-face scowl after a ferocious dunk.

There’s a little freakishness in that, but it fits the game’s feeling like a mad sports science. Latrell Sprewell looks so good you want to tweak your player’s appearance right down to the size of his ears.

You shape the face and body type by first picking from some preset categories, then “tweak” your player’s appearance right down to the size of his ears. If you want a pear-shaped, bald and humongous-nosed point guard who can shoot the lights out, you can have him. Give him a profane nickname, a couple of tattoos and 128 bit of life.

Don’t get me wrong. NBA 2K isn’t basketball made strange. It’s more like alternative reality. Visually stunning, impressively creative, deliciously challenging and incredibly detailed alternative reality. You feel as if you’re transported inside the NBA, and you have to keep reminding yourself: “It’s just a game, it’s just a game.”

Big factors in the game’s attractiveness are the speed and fluidity of the action — heightening the challenge, because you have to be able to select that much more quickly and smoothly from a rich array of play-calling options and player movements.

You not only need a mental command of your choices, you need to master all parts of the controller — joystick, directional pad, buttons and triggers. You want to play big-time hoops, you need good hands.

Some reviews have focused on passing and free-throw shooting as the trickiest, and slightly hinky, elements of the game. No question, the free throw system, which requires simultaneously pressing a trigger and a button, is more irritating than useful.

In general, though, I found offense far more manipulable than defense. In fact, over the first five hours I spent with NBA 2K, I was no factor on defense. I had Hakeem Olajuwon posting up and jamming home points at a pace of about 30 points a game. But my half-court set defense was only good for watching the opposition make uncontested layups... and having the announcers comment on my team’s lack of D.

The commentary is another aspect of the game’s richness. It acknowledges and reacts to the game’s developments and trends with the same realism and near-naturalism that defines NBA 2K and makes it such a state-of-the-art achievement.

That’s not so with Rippin’ Riders ($50), another Sega-published Dreamcast title. It’s a racing game, using snowboards instead of cars, and it features what is supposed to be ooh-aah scenery that left me cold, no pun intended.

The snowboarding action is fine. Indeed, the controls are very “tight”... responsive and proportionical, with a fine movement of the analog stick producing only fine movement on turns. But there’s a commentator who’s a jerk, chiming in repetitively with insipid critiques, such as “Who are ya doin’?”

You can learn and improve reasonably quickly in Rippin’ Riders. In the free ride mode, which for the single player is the heart of the game, you work your way from a starter course up to fancier routes...

It took me about a dozen runs to get past course 1, but that was me. I kept trying to bump some massive boulders instead of realizing that everything was scaled to let my boarder slide right through some space between them.

The game is cute, not thrilling. That’s true of the characters who do your ‘racing, too. They include — really — “Tia,” a high schooler who “is one fine trickster” and Bob, the “laughing Rastafarian.”

Don’t think about it. Just race.

We’re a textbook example of why the Internet is so handy.

We realize we don’t have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let’s just say that at VarsityBooks.com we’ve made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you’ll also receive them in just one to three business days.

All on a Web site that’s completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?

Savings of distributor’s suggested price. Basis delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS. VarsityBooks.com
Reon Shannon earns high praise after 'Hurricane' of a performance

IAN SPELLING  CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Denzel Washington can't stop raving: "The kid is amazing," he says. "He's the story."

"The Kid" is Veilceous Reon Shannon, who shares the screen with Washington in "The Hurricane," a knockout reality-based drama about boxer Rubin "Hurricane" Carter (Washington), who spent two decades in prison after being convicted of three murders he did not commit. His only crime was being a black man in the wrong place (Paterson, New Jersey) at the wrong time (June, 1966). Shannon portrays Lesra Martin, an African-American teen from Brooklyn who won with and was educated by a group of Canadian activists. After reading his first-ever book, "The Sixteenth Round," which happened to be Carter's autobiography, Martin led the charge that finally saw Carter vindicated.

Shannon, a 28-year-old whose friends call him "Vi," knows the instant he read the script that he wanted to play Martin. "Normally, I'll read 50 pages of a script, put it down, take a little break and then go back to it," the actor says during a conversation at the Four Seasons Hotel in Beverly Hills. "Not this one. This one I read through in two hours. Then I re-read it. I said, 'OK, I've got to read ("The Sixteenth Round"). There's a Hurricane song (Bob Dylan's "Hurricane") I never heard. I've got to get that. I'm getting all these things and thinking, 'Wow, all this stuff happened and they're just NOW telling his story?"

"After reading the book I felt the same way Lesra did. I thought, 'Whaa, what's going on?" So, I felt a lot of passion about the story. You can't write anything better than this. It's just great. The movie is about hope. It's about love. It's about faith. Just because someone can't read or write, you shouldn't be afraid to ask for help. That's where hope comes in. I remember talking to a single mother who saw the movie and she told me, "Watching the movie inspired me to talk to my son, to help him and to make sure he gets everything he needs. It really moved me." It shows a positive side of African-Americans."

Shannon conferred often with the real-life Martin and also met Carter on several occasions. In fact, Shannon, Martin, Carter, Washington and others involved in the film dined together a few times before, during and after the film went before the camera. "When he's not putting it out there, you're able to act out emotions that you normally can't, which aren't politically correct to do (in public). If you're mad about something, you have to suppress a lot of it. Acting lets me put it out there."

When he's not putting it out there, Shannon can usually be found at home with his wife, an aspiring chef with whom he lives in Los Angeles. There's a warm grin on Shannon's face as he notes that she's six-foot-tall and gorgeous, while he's five-foot-seven and baby-faced. "I get carded a lot," he says. "When I was in New York one time I wanted to see 'The Siege.' And they carded me. They said, 'You're not over 17.' I said, 'Oh, man! He saw my ID and said, 'This is a fake.' When I have people come out to my house to fix stuff, they say, 'Are your parents home?' I smile and say, 'I'm the man, OK?'"

"I get a lot of that."
A false feel To ‘Magnolia’

HENRY SHEEHAN CONTRIBUTING WRITER

You would never guess how young filmmaker Paul Thomas Anderson is from the way he structures his movie. From his initial, low-budget crime drama, “Hard Eight,” through the attention-getting porn-biz saga “Boogie Nights” and up to his latest, “Magnolia,” the director has displayed remarkable finesse in juggling a large cast of characters. Anderson quickly and memorably introduce us to a character, move onto the next one and next one, double back and tie several of them together, split them up and pair them off in other ways. And then somehow he ends up with all these creations both convincingly changed in outlook but realistically the same in self by movie’s end.

On top of all that, he’s able to lead an ensemble of players through the action so that star and supporting player alike share the spotlight.

The biggest star in “Magnolia” is Tom Cruise, who Anderson has handed a real plum of a part. With his hair knotted back in a pseudo-ninja style, Cruise turns up the volume (literally and figuratively) on his dark sive evangelist of sex. But realistically the same in self by movie’s end.

As it happens, none of that really matters because the movie is overtaken by Anderson’s overreaching and just about fatal flaw as a filmmaker: his emotional immaturity. It’s not so much that he has a dark vision of the world as that vision seems unearned, over-reaching, more affected than learned from experience. Because Anderson is juggling so many characters and stories, you might not notice that his main rhetorical device isn’t inclusion but exclusion.

The white movie is set up to prove that we are all strangers, doomed to walk along until we blunder into a tenuous relationship with someone as pathetic as ourselves. And if we run into someone who is not pathetic, then we’re in real trouble because it probably means he or she is a monster.

Any attitude, any human adjustment, any living arrangement that might suggest otherwise is ruthlessly excluded, until you get the feeling that the San Fernando Valley is no more than an anachronistic vale of tears, full of walling and grating of teeth.

Those biblical allusions are appropri­ate because, in a desperate attempt to end on an optimistic note, Anderson relies on a miracle plucked from the Old Testament. I suppose that, like the opening, this is an attempt at drollery, but it plays largely like pants.

When you get down to brass tacks with the characters, as often as not, they turn out to be thin creations, occasionally brought to life by the exertions of the cast. Cruise’s Mackey is a good case in point: As played by the actor, he is almost hyp­notic. But the more you see him, the more you realize there’s not much to him.

In the end, we get three hours of Anderson setting up straw men just so he can knock them over, and pick them up and knock them over. The pity he displays for the worst off of them _ Kurring, Claudia, Parma, Smith _ is clearly edged with contempt, and there’s a soundness to the whole film.

This kind of exaggerated melancholy may play like worldliness in a college dorm room, but in the real world it just looks like inexperi­ence.
Report Card Time?
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Chuck Shepherd's NEWS of THE WEIRD

Lead Stories

- Patrick J. Murphy, deputy superintendent of schools in Cambridge, Mass., resigned in December after admitting that he solicited two of his staff members to write papers on Shakespeare for his 19-year-old daughter's literature class at Stonehill College in nearby Easton, Mass. The scheme blew up on Murphy when one of the papers received a D, and he tried to get the employee to rewrite it.

- Among the new dog designer fashions unveiled at the 12th Put Pet Friend Festival in November in Bangkok, Thailand, is a red and black Michael Jackson-style military coat; a yellow-and-black bike racing jacket with bike-style helmet; a silver space suit-like cape; and a blue silk gown. According to designer Vaninee Apparat, the biggest market by far for dressing up dogs is Japan, where pet owners are now asking for cell phones and other high-tech gadgets to be sewn onto the dogs' outfits.

Schools That Need Zero-Tolerance Policies for Teachers

In October, a first-grade teacher in Rialto, Calif., tapped a disruptive student's head to the wall of the classroom. And seventh-grade teacher Carol White was fired in October, submitting a dictionary and a calculator at two disruptive students in Lodi, Ohio. And in June, high school substitute teacher Steven M. Cates was fired in Keansburg, N.J., after reports that he wrapped one student in masking tape and butcher paper in class and implicated students to give another classmate a "shock" (dunking in a toilet). And in Durban, South Africa, in May, a high school teacher and a principal pulled guns and opened fire on students who were protesting higher fees.

Inexplicable

- In an August dispatch from Katy, Texas (near Houston), the San Francisco Chronicle fea­­tur­ed "Forbiden Gardens," P.H. Pont's 80-acre, $20 million, 1/20th replica of the Forbidden City in Beijing (life-size in the 1987 film "The Last Emperor"). "What must be," according to the Chronicle, "one of the world's least known theme parks." The reporter noted only one vehicle in the parking lot and only a group of 16 kids in attendance.

- After arresting Teri Harrington, 31, and Deana Watson, 28, in September, Sacramento, Calif., police told reporters that the teenagers had apparently stolen large numbers of items from local stores at least 14 times in the previous two weeks, casually walking out each time with a gallon bins filled with clothes, videos, CDs, games and cosmetics.

- In Windsor, Ontario, in August, the small wheel of a man's wheelchair got stuck on railroad tracks as a train was heard in the distance, and a female passerby in a wheelchair rolled out to help him, but her small wheel got stuck in the same rut. Both suffered minor injuries when the oncoming train could not completely stop.

First Things First

- In October, Argentina exiled former Paraguayan military leader Luis Oviedo to remote Tierra del Fuego for violating the rules of his political asylum, which it had given him six months earlier. Oviedo had unsuccessfully requested a stay of his banishment, arguing that he had recently undergone a hair transplant and felt the windy, sunny weather in Tierra del Fuego would disrupt his new plugs.

- In November, Robert Horton, 52, walked into a Phoenix courthouse carrying his wife, Belinda, who was bound at the legs, arms and mouth with gray duct tape. He told a security officer that she was due in court that day on a charge of assaulting a police officer, that he had posted bail for her, that she had threatened to skip court, and that he had taped and lugged her downtown to make sure he got his bail money back. Unknown to the Hontos, the charge against Belinda had been dismissed earlier that day, but prosecutors are still deciding whether to file charges against Robert for kidnapping his wife.

Ewwwww, Gross!

- Convicted killer Karen D. Williams escaped from prison in Arkansas in October by hiding in a 500-gallon barrel of hog slop being towed to a prison farm; he was apprehended 36 hours later. And two weeks later, extradited terrorist Roderick King, 19, was found in a Dumpster full of fetid garbage in Knoxville, Tenn., where he had been hiding from police who chased him after he had gone to the home of the victim's aunt to convince her he was innocent.

- Dianna Thorneycroft's government-support­ed art exhibit, in Winnipeg, Manitoba, in September, consisted of 12 dead rabbits, hung from trees and rotting, in the woods outside town; the artist said, "I'm celebrating the gloriousness of putrefaction." And in November, an unnamed former police officer who had driven Ps 1998. And Toronto lawyer Edward Skwark, 37, filed a $1.5 million lawsuit in November against Starbucks for his restroom injury in one of the chain's New York City restaurants; Skwark said he was seated on the commode, and when he turned to reach for toilet paper, the seat slipped and trapped his penis between it and the top of the bowl, mangling it.

Recurring Themes

- News of the Weird has reported several times on successful surgeries to remove unusually large benign tumors, most recently in February 1999 in women in Baltimore (30-pound tumor) and Lancaster, Pa. (75 pounds). In December 1999, doctors at the University of Chicago hospi­tal, working for 18 hours, removed a 200-pound tumor from a 40-year-old woman who weighed 210 pounds just 12 months earlier when the tumor's growth began. The largest tumor-removal on record, 303 pounds, occurred at Stanford Medical Center in 1991.

Least Justifiable Homicides

Insufficient Reasons to Kill Someone. Resisted taking a shower (Joseph Mendez, charged with strangling his son, 8, Toronto, November). Violated chess etiquette by moving a knight to a new square but then moving it back, even though he did not have his turn (Brian Rutha, charged with clubbing his opponent to death with a wooden pestle, Prey Veng, Cambodia, July). Got accepted to kindergarten while her playmate did not (Mitsuko Yamada, 35, mother of the rejected, charged with strangling the accepted child, Tokyo, November).

If you have a Weirdest News story you'd like to submit (send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or Webmail@compuserve.com.)
Help Wanted

Now seeking students to work on campus. Up to $500/month. Leave your name and phone number for Michael @ 407-367-8772.

Fraternal - Sorority - Club - Student Group
Student organizations earn $3.00-$2.00/hour on any paid-multifacility-rate-three-hour fundraising event. No sales required. Funding data are filing gladly, so call today! Contact campusfundraiser.com, 1-888-923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

Sylvan Technology Center, Winter Park is seeking the industry leader as we grow. As part of our team, you will enjoy great earning potential. Call Robert at (407) 265-8559.

Great Opportunity for motivated teacher as education major. Become part owner and earn your degree. Call Cali at (479) 284-7165.

Selling Experience NECESSARY! The Internet Advertising Sales Representative is an authorized A.D.T. dealer. An exciting opportunity to sell home security systems. $7.00/hr. Guaranteed plus bonus. A.D.T. Biweekly. Fax resume to (407) 265-8559.

Gardening Associates - Uniting your Super Skills. The Hoffman Company, a progressive luxury apartment home development and management company is seeking a powerful team member for a new apartment community located in the Sanford, Florida area. Must be available to work weekends. We offer a competitive salary, holiday apartment home and benefits. Fax resume to (407) 657-1107.

UCP Ventures, Inc. is currently filling positions in Sales, IT Marketing, PR and Graphic Design. All positions are PT, so we will work around your schedule. Call 407-673-6677.


Roommates
Roommate wanted - Looking for responsible adult to share sublease in 3 bedroom/1 bath apartment near UCF. Inquire @ (407) 657-1107.


Don’t Miss
Fraternity Spring Rush 2000

Events include:
Rush Kickoff at the UCF Student Union
Wed. January 12, 7:00pm
Chapter tables on the patio of the Student Union, January 7-11 from 10am-2pm
Sign up for Rush today!
Baseball team enters season with justifiably lofty goals

TRAVIS BELL

STAFF WRITER

When the UCF baseball program finished 38-21 last year, many people may have viewed that as a bad season for Coach Jay Bergman. It was the first season since 1994 that UCF has won less than 40 games, and it was also the second consecutive season the Golden Knights didn’t win the Trans America Athletic Conference championship.

But, what needs to be remembered is that UCF lost 10 players, including seven juniors, to the Major League Baseball Draft following the 1997 season. Despite those major losses, Bergman still produced a 28-5 win season with numerous freshmen and sophomores being thrown into the fire and being counted on in clutch situations to produce.

At times they succeeded and at times they failed. But what needs to be known is that those freshmen and sophomores are now a year older, and they have the advantage of already having been in tough situations. And with the loss of only one underclassman in last year’s MLB Draft, this year holds nothing but promise for the Golden Knights.

Bergman, who is entering his 18th season as the Golden Knights head coach, has been the reason for the success of the UCF baseball program.

Since 1993 he has led UCF to four TAAC titles and five NCAA Tournament appearances, but this year’s team could provide him with his best chance of getting to Omaha.

Omaha is the ultimate goal for all coaches and players in college baseball because the Nebraska city’s Rosenblatt Stadium plays host to the College World Series, and every year only eight teams are fortunate enough to make it there.

Bergman has been both as a spectator and administrator. But, he has not only returned to the team beginning this year, but he has also been as a spectator and administrator. That has always been his strength as a spectator and administrator. He is not only returning to the team, but he has also been a spectator and administrator. That has always been his strength as a spectator and administrator. As a spectator, Bergman has been as a spectator and administrator.

But as I said, this year’s team provides the best chance for Bergman to make a visit to Omaha because of who is returning to the team beginning this year.

Bergman has the strongest lineup from top to bottom that Bergman has ever had while at UCF. Bergman’s team enters season with the advantage of already having been in tough situations and at times they failed, but that was the year since 1994 that UCF has won less than 40 games.

The only losses that could hurt the Golden Knights are the loss of leadoff hitter Tim Boeth and catcher Brent Spooner. But Bergman has had since UCF broke onto the national scene in 1995 with 29 consecutive wins.

Along with junior Matt Bowser, who belted 13 home runs and 76 RBIs return to anchor an impressive lineup.

But as stated earlier, the team enters season with the advantage of already having been in tough situations and at times they failed, but that was the year since 1994 that UCF has won less than 40 games.

It has a solid 11-man pitching staff, who can all throw a swill and at times they succeeded and at times they failed. But what needs to be known is that those freshmen and sophomores are now a year older, and they have the advantage of already having been in tough situations.

And with the addition of Casey Kennedy from Virginia, UCF should have the best rotation in the TAAC. Then you throw in All-TAAC closer Jason Arnold, and you’re already looking at a stellar staff.

The Golden Knights have been to the NCAA Tournament, but now is the time to make the next step to the College World Series. This is the best UCF team I’ve seen since coming here in 1995 for a few simple reasons: experience and depth.

It has a solid 11-man pitching staff, who can all throw a swill and at times they succeeded and at times they failed. But what needs to be known is that those freshmen and sophomores are now a year older, and they have the advantage of already having been in tough situations.

But as stated earlier, the team enters season with the advantage of already having been in tough situations and at times they failed, but that was the year since 1994 that UCF has won less than 40 games.

It has a solid 11-man pitching staff, who can all throw a swill and at times they succeeded and at times they failed. But what needs to be known is that those freshmen and sophomores are now a year older, and they have the advantage of already having been in tough situations.

It has a solid 11-man pitching staff, who can all throw a swill and at times they succeeded and at times they failed. But what needs to be known is that those freshmen and sophomores are now a year older, and they have the advantage of already having been in tough situations.

Along with junior Matt Bowser, who belted 13 home runs and 76 RBIs return to anchor an impressive lineup.

But as stated earlier, the team enters season with the advantage of already having been in tough situations and at times they failed, but that was the year since 1994 that UCF has won less than 40 games.

It has a solid 11-man pitching staff, who can all throw a swill and at times they succeeded and at times they failed. But what needs to be known is that those freshmen and sophomores are now a year older, and they have the advantage of already having been in tough situations.

Along with junior Matt Bowser, who belted 13 home runs and 76 RBIs return to anchor an impressive lineup.

But as stated earlier, the team enters season with the advantage of already having been in tough situations and at times they failed, but that was the year since 1994 that UCF has won less than 40 games.
Blue chip tight end among five recruits to enroll at UCF

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

With national signing day still a month away, the University of Central Florida got a big shot in the arm on the recruiting front on Jan. 6 when tight end Michael Jenrette from Tallahassee enrolled in school.

Jenrette (6-3, 265) originally signed with Florida last year after graduating from Florida High School, but did not meet NCAA academic requirements. He is now a full academic qualifier and is eligible to play.

His senior season and was chosen to play in the Florida-Georgia High School All-Star Game.

as well as 1999 signees Antoine Poe (LB), Derek Ponder (WR), and Chris Weeks (DT), who delayed their enrollment for various reasons. They will all participate in spring practice which begins Feb. 16.

Gaines, a precision All-American as a high school senior, did nearly everything on the football field during his high school career. In addition to playing tight end, he played linebacker, kicked field goals, punted, was a backup quarterback and also played some at offensive tackle. He made 20 catches for 535 yards and nine TDs and had 110 tackles during his senior season and was chosen to play in the Florida-Georgia High School All-Star Game.

UCF MEN’S BASKETBALL

Wednesday, January 13 Saturday, January 15

Georgia State 7:30 pm

VS

Campbell

8:00 pm

UCF ARENA

Free Admission for Students with Valid ID

For ticket information call:
(407) 823-6006

UCF

THE HEARTBURNER

Quality Food at College Prices!!

LOCOS PUB & GRILL is the only sit down full-service restaurant on campus. Our food is fresh, never frozen, and cooked to order. We have a variety of soups, salads, and sandwiches plus lunch specials daily. Locos has no heat lamps or microwaves!

Your food goes from the grill to the table!

LOCOS

Double Fat Ass Burger

two fresh 1/2 lb beef patties stacked on a raiser with fries

$5.99

99¢ To-Go

32-oz Soda

Mama’s Breakfast Special

2 Eggs, 2 Bacon, Toast,
2 Hashbrowns — $2.99

Check out Locos Catering Menu on the Student Union webpage or just call us and we will fax it to you!

Pool Tournament 6 pm Every Friday!
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Women's Basketball Notebook
A Tale of Two Games

In their two home TAAC games last week, the UCF Women's Basketball team put together performances that were polar opposites of each other. In a 50-26 loss to Mercer, the Golden Knights played what might have been their worst game of the season, shooting 24 percent from the field and getting outrebounded 48-30. Against the Bears' zone defense, UCF was unable to establish an inside presence, with post players Camille Howard, LaToya Graham, and Erin Paige combining for only eight points and 12 rebounds. The guards were not able to deflect any pressure from the post players, making only two of 16 three-point attempts.

"They took away our strength tonight, which was our post players, and our guards could not hit the shots," UCF coach Gail Striegler said. "You just can't win a game when you shoot 24 percent. Every team has a night like tonight. We couldn't hit the broad side of a barn. We had open looks left and right that we just couldn't hit."

The Golden Knights turned things around against Troy State, taking an early lead and holding off the Trojans' full-court-press defense in the second half to preserve a 78-70 victory.

Facing the same zone defense, UCF's post players would not be denied for a second straight game. Camille Howard posted her fifth career double-double with 17 points and 10 rebounds, while Erin Paige scored 19 points and Graham added 14. The trio also combined for 21 rebounds as the Golden Knights outrebounded TSU 53-25. "LaToya and Camille both came out to play tonight, and those are the type of stats they should have every night," Striegler said. "They're probably two of the best post players in the conference when they come to play every night. Erin plays inside and out so she gets some of them inside and some of them on the outside. She's been our most consistent player as far as scoring goes."

"In contrast to their poor shooting performance against Mercer, the Golden Knights shot 41.1 percent against Troy State. The game was a must win for the team according to Striegler. "I came in before the game and told our assistants that we really needed to win this one," she said. "I think it was huge for us. That's the first game we've played that we've played for 40 minutes. We had a few little dry spells in there, but we came through and every time we had a dry spell we answered with something."

Three-Point Woes

In games against Florida Atlantic, Mercer, and Troy State last week, the Golden Knights shot a combined five of 29 from beyond the three-point arc. "I told the girls that. I said to them, you're getting the open shots, and you're going to hit them,'" Striegler said. "LaToya and Erin both came out to play tonight, and those are the type of stats they should have every night," Striegler said. "They're probably two of the best post players in the conference when they come to play every night. Erin plays inside and out so she gets some of them inside and some of them on the outside. She's been our most consistent player as far as scoring goes."

Junior guard Nancy Richter, who ranks second in school history for three-point attempts, went one of 10 on three-pointers during that span.

The team's lack of success at shooting from the outside has allowed opposing teams to double and triple team UCF's post players, who have had problems getting open shots because of that.

"I'm sure that all year long, the only thing we are going to see (from opposing teams) is a tight 2-3 zone," said Striegler. "I told the girls that. I said to them, 'You're getting the open shots, and you're going to hit them.'"

The post players are only going to get a couple of looks (per game). On the flip side of that, I told the post players that if (opposing teams) are double-teaming and triple-teaming, they're going to have to go rebound and get their points."

Around the TAAC

Samford (9-4, 4-0), Campbell (8-4, 3-0), and Florida Atlantic (5-7, 3-0) are all tied atop the TAAC standings with undefeated conference records. UCF, with a 1-2 record in TAAC play, sits in sixth place in the conference.

Last week, Samford picked up wins over Stetson and Jacksonville, while Campbell defeated Georgia State. Florida Atlantic won three conference games against UCF, Troy State, and Mercer.

This week, the Golden Knights play two road conference games at eighth place Stetson (5-8, 1-3), and last place Jacksonville (1-11, 0-4).

-David Marsters

Coming Tuesday, February 1, 2000

to the UCF Arena...

The University of Central Florida's

SPRING 2000

CAREER EXPO

A chance for UCF students to meet with 200 EMPLOYERS
to discuss career and employment opportunities

Tuesday, February 1, 2000 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

A list of employers is posted on the CRC's website:

www.crc.ucf.edu

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED

Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

UCF ARENA
Knights fall short in upset bid at Samford

TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

Down by as many as 13 points in the second half, UCF fought back to lead the defending conference champs with just over five minutes remaining, but Samford proved to be too much down the stretch, defeating the Golden Knights, 75-67 at Siebert Hall in Birmingham, Ala. UCF fell to 1-2 in conference play while the Bulldogs improved to 3-1. Both teams had games on Monday evening that were not completed prior to press time. UCF's encounter was against TAAC leading Jacksonville State.

Against Samford, the Golden Knights struggled early and found themselves behind 19-8 at the 8:08 mark of the first half. A pair of dunks by Paul Reed and a 3-pointer by D'Quarius Stewart highlighted a 9-0 run that pulled UCF within two, but as was the trend for the majority of the day, the Knights failed to take the lead. Samford scored 13 of the game's next 17 points, and ended up taking a 35-25 lead into the locker room at halftime.

UCF ended up pulling to within 44-43 on one of senior Cory Perry's four 3-pointers on the afternoon, but again, Samford managed to pull away.

Finally, at the 5:06 mark of the second half, a pair of Davin Granberry free throws ended a 6-1 run that gave the Golden-Knights a 53-52 lead, its first since the opening minutes of play. Unfortunately for UCF, it only enjoyed the lead for 14 seconds before reigning TAAC Player-of-the-Year, Reed Rawlings connected on a 3-pointer to give Samford a two-point lead. Stewart, who finished with a team-high 15 points, took it in for a game-tying layup before Marc Salyers, who ended up with a game-high 20 points and 13 rebounds, put Samford ahead to stay with a layup of his own at the 4:23 mark.

Forward Jason Thornton had an opportunity to tie the game at 57 with 3:59 left, but missed the second of two free throws, allowing Mario Lopez's 3-pointer on Samford's next possession to stretch the lead to four. Finally, at the 2:02 mark of the second half, a pair of Davin Granberry free throws with 5 minutes remaining gave UCF a 1 point lead before the Bulldogs turned it up to avoid the upset.

UCF outshot the Bulldogs, 47.4 percent to 45.1, but the Golden Knights struggled from 3-point range by making only five of 18 attempts. Samford also benefitted from 20 UCF fouls, making 20 of 27 free throws. UCF was eight of 12 from the line. Samford improved to 13-2 all time against the Golden Knights, who have never won at Siebert Hall and last beat the Bulldogs in the 1998 TAAC Tournament. The Bulldogs will play UCF in Orlando on Feb. 19.
**BASEBALL NOTEBOOK**

**Recruits make headlines in Collegiate Baseball**

Golden Knights prospect Dane Armitage (Key West/Westminster Academy) was selected a 2000 Louisville Slugger TPX Preseason High School All-American. The left-handed pitcher who transferred from Key West High School highighted the group of six committed to UCF on national letters of intent.

**College Baseball publisher Lou Pavlovich writes**. "[Armitage is] another super-talented southpaw from Florida who has played for national teams. The 6-foot-3 hurler has been clocked in the low 90s."

"That's a great honor," Bergman said. "I certainly hope that he'll wear the Black and Gold next year."

The other five players that UCF inked in the early signing period received honors as CB blue-chip high school stars in the state of Florida. They are left-handed pitcher Troy Bowden (St. Augustine/Nease HS), left-handed pitcher Paul Labrano (Winter Springs/Oviedo HS), outfielder/first baseman Blaine Schulte (Oviedo/Oviedo HS), outfielder Scott Carmichael (Orlando/University HS) and right-handed pitcher Justin Cerrato (Clearwater/Clearwater HS). "It shows the hard work of Greg Frady and his recruiting, a real feather in his cap," Bergman added.

**UCF baseball to appear twice on Sunshine Network**

Sunshine Network will televise two University of Central Florida baseball games live during the upcoming season. As part of the school's ongoing agreement with the network, UCF appears on television in events of most major team sports.

Sunshine will broadcast Golden Knights baseball action statewide Saturday, Jan. 29 at 11 a.m. when UCF faces Wake Forest in the ACC/Disney Baseball Blast from Disney's Wide World of Sports Complex. That game will be replayed on the network Monday, Jan. 31 at 2:30 a.m.

**UCF baseball practice gets underway with new-look pitching staff**

Jay Bergman's University of Central Florida baseball team resumed practice on Jan. 10 in preparation for the 2000 season. The Golden Knights have been members of the Trans America Athletic Conference for seven years and won four championships in that time. The team should be extremely competitive in the TAAC this year.

"Our early focus will be on getting ready for the Disney Blast," said Bergman. "Everybody reported healthy after the holidays and there are no major injuries to report."

Early January conditioning will involve daily throwing for the pitchers, weight room workouts, and agility training for everyone.

Even though UCF ranked second in the TAAC last season in team earned run average (4.67), Bergman revamped the pitching staff in the offseason. He acquired transfers Casey Kennedy from Virginia, Jesse Marlo from LSU, Scott Kedunour from Potomac State, Dan Stillman from Pasco-Hernando Community College and Clint Wells from conference rival Mercer.

Freshmen Von David Sturzbach and Mark Smietana also joined a staff that should be anchored by David Rankin (8-5, 3.94 ERA), Arnold (Palm Bay/Melbourne HS) (7-4, 2.67, 8 saves) and Kennedy (4-6, 3.86 for the Cavaliers). Practices are open to the public and will generally begin at 2:30 each day through the start of the season.

The season gets underway Friday, Jan. 28 against North Carolina at the ACC/Disney Baseball Blast hosted by Disney's Wide World of Sports.

---

**BOARDWALK**

**at Alafaya**

11801 Boardwalk Drive
Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 384-8626

- Utilities included
- Individual leases
- Computer and study center
- Sparkling pool with sundeck
- Basketball court
- Sand and pool volleyball
- Lynx Laser bus service
- Oversized bedroom with private bath in each fully furnished four bedroom apartment
- Full size double bed in each bedroom
- Study desk in every bedroom
- All bedrooms prewired to allow for phone, internet access and cable TV
- Cable TV with 38 channels, including HBO and Sunshine Sports Network
- Keyed deadbolt lock on each bedroom door
- Full size washer/dryer, microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher, refrigerator with icemaker, range, mini blinds & ceiling fans
- Smoke detectors, fire alarms, fire extinguishers, and sprinkler systems throughout
- Separate front and back ingress/egress doors and stair tower to each apartment
- Private balconies
- Peep hole at entry door

**DIRECTIONS:**

University Blvd. east to Alafaya Trail. Right on Alafaya Trail. Boardwalk is .8 mile on the left.

**CALL FOR INFORMATION**
(407) 384-8626

**1,560 Square Feet**
MEN’S BASKETBALL NOTEBOOK

Golden Knights claim first TAAC win

Utilizing a hot-shooting perimeter attack, the Golden Knights built a huge lead against conference rival Mercer, leading by as many as 25 points to claim their first TAAC win of the season, evening their record at 1-1.

Jason Thornton scored a career-high 25 points, the most scored by a Golden Knight this season, to lead UCF to a 93-77 win against the Bears. Paul Reed added 21 and 14 rebounds in the win, helping the Knights bounce back from a 74-73 loss in their TAAC opener to Troy State.

The Knights never trailed after a Roy Leath layup put them up 10-9 with 15:40 remaining.

"This was a game coming in that we thought we had to have," Coach Kirk Speraw said. "We were going to do whatever it took to win. It was certainly a ballgame we controlled."

Redshirt season for Lovett seems likely

With the season heading into mid-January, it's becoming clear that the only sight UCF fans will have of Mario Lovett this season will be of him cheering on his teammates in street clothes on the bench. Lovett played as a true freshman and has a redshirt season available, making it likely that he'll return in 2000-2001 as a fifth-year senior.

Thornton falls one trifecta short of school record

Senior Forward Jason Thornton hit a long jump shot in the second half that appeared to tie UCF's school record for 3-pointers made in a single game, but referees ruled that his foot was on the line, leaving the sophomore forward one shy of Brad Traina's mark of eight in a game.

"I was really hoping they would give it to me, but they said my foot was on the line," Thornton said.

"It took me about six or seven minutes to get into the flow of the game. Then I hit the first shot and the rest of the game I was on. Every open shot I took I knew was going in. Thornton connected on seven of 10 3-point attempts on the night, and is second in the conference in 3-point percentage. "Jason's obviously a very good shooter," Speraw said. "We were able to get him open shots tonight and he knocked them down."

-Tony Mejia

CALLING ALL KNIGHTS

QUESTION:
Where can you work part-time with UCF students and make money?

ANSWER:
Call 407-249-4740 to find out more about a great job opportunity and schedule an interview!

- Start at $6.00
- Standard raises each semester and incentive based raises throughout
- Close to UCF campus (Research Park)
- Student friendly hours (and all UCF holidays off)
- Can work a maximum of 18 hours a week (when you really need extra money)
Happy New Year!

Audiovox 3500

originally

$249

now

$179

less mail-in rebate

- $30

Your Final Cost

$149

Features Included With
All PrimeCo Rate Plans:
Caller ID, Call Waiting,
Voice Mail, First Inbound
Minute FREE & More!

Motorola LS550 Pager Package

$79.95

Includes:
Pager, Activation & 3 Months Airtime

3 Months FREE Voice Mail with purchase!

Motorola WORDline FLX™ Pager Package

$89.95

Includes:
Pager, Activation &
3 Months Word Messaging Service
Internet Dispatch
3 Months FREE Voice Mail
FREE News, Sports and Weather Updates!

Motorola and WORDline FLX are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. All rights reserved.

ALAMONTE SPRINGS
283 NORTHLAKE BLVD - 407-339-9339

MELBOURNE
2994 W NEW HAVEN AVE - 407-951-1282
Golden Knights crack preseason top 25

Travis Bell
State Writer

The UCF baseball program has built itself into one of the most respected programs in the country, and it has also proven on the field that it belongs among the best. Baseball America agrees that UCF is a team to watch as they ranked the Golden Knights 23rd in their preseason poll.

The ranking marks the first time UCF has been included in the Baseball America poll since the week of April 13, 1998 (No. 32). UCF was No. 28 in the preseason poll that year. Collegiate Baseball had the Golden Knights at No. 25 on March 23, 1998.

“It’s nice to be recognized in the national media as a solid team before the season gets started,” said Coach Jay Bergman.

The reason for UCFS ranking can be attributed to the nucleus that is returning from last year’s team that went 38-21, including a third place 19-11 mark in Trans America Athletic Conference play. Bergman lost senior second baseman Tim Booth and senior left-hander Troy Satterfield, and the only junior that was lost to the Major League Baseball Draft was catcher Brent Spooner.

Bubba Bell
Sports Editor

UCF knew the TAAC would be a lot tougher this year, but what’s happened thus far in conference play probably belies even its lofty expectations.

The Golden Knights, going into a Monday night contest at Jacksonville State, are 1-2 in TAAC play and are one of a couple of perennial powers looking up at former doormats Troy State, Jacksonville State, and Campbell.

That puts home games at a premium, and UCF will host a pair this week against Georgia State, which like UCF were a pre-season favorite coming into conference play. Fellers, a dangerous sharp-shooter, found his stroke just in time for conference play and has been plumbing the opposition from the outside. After a humiliating 71-39 loss to Samford in December, the Golden Knights have scored over 100 points in back to back games against Georgia State and Stetson.

Tony Mejia
Sports Editor

UCF has struggled despite having three major Division I transfers in its starting lineup and a former JuCo All-American on its bench.

On Jan. 15, the Golden Knights host Campbell, one of the TAAC’s hottest teams. Shooting guard Adam Fellers has single-handedly shot Coach Billy Lee’s Camels into conference contention. Fellers, a dangerous sharp-shooter, found his stroke just in time for conference play and has been plumbing the opposition from the outside. After a humiliating 71-39 loss to Samford in December, the Golden Knights have scored over 100 points in back to back games against Georgia State and Stetson.

The pitching staff also returns the bulk of its TAAC’s top tier.

The Golden Knights will also face North Carolina and 21st-ranked Wake Forest, which is one of four ranked teams from the ACC along with Clemson. UCF’s first three opponents competed in the NCAA Tournament last year, along with two other schools from the ACC (North Carolina State and national runner-up Florida State).

On Jan. 15, the Golden Knights host Campbell, one of the TAAC’s hottest teams. Shooting guard Adam Fellers has single-handedly shot Coach Billy Lee’s Camels into conference contention. Fellers, a dangerous sharp-shooter, found his stroke just in time for conference play and has been plumbing the opposition from the outside. After a humbling 71-39 loss to Samford in December, the Golden Knights have scored over 100 points in back to back games against Georgia State and Stetson.

Junior Eddie Walker, senior Matt Mardis, and sophomore Wes Layton allows Lee to employ a press attack while keeping his players fresh. A victory over the Golden Knights would keep the surprising Camels on track for a run at the TAAC’s top tier.

For UCF, these two games are key considering the team will be coming off a trip to Alabama in which it lost at Samford and had a tough test against Jacksonville State. Additionally, following these two home games, the Golden Knights face their next three on the road despite not leaving the state, playing at Jacksonville (Jan. 19), Stetson (Jan. 22), and Florida Atlantic (Jan. 26), despite not leaving the state, playing at Jacksonville (Jan. 19), Stetson (Jan. 22), and Florida Atlantic (Jan. 26).

UCF senior forward Jessie Thorton connected on seven 3-pointers, one shy of the school’s single-game record, and scored a career-high 25 points to lead the Golden Knights in their first conference win, over Mercer.
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